


Touch pad controls 
The simple touch pad and handle-mounted controls  

on the Millie let you operate and control your quilting 

with the touch of a button. You will be able to complete 

projects faster and easier than you ever dreamed possible.

Low bobbin indicator 
You will not have to worry about quilting a design,  

only to discover you ran out of bobbin thread several 

blocks back! The low bobbin indicator alerts you,  

so you can change it in plenty of time.

Top thread break sensor 
Whether you’re working on the front or back of the 

machine, an audible alert and visual signal let you  

know if your top thread breaks so you can quickly get 

back to quilting.

Lower bobbin thread cutter 
This exclusive Millie feature lets you cut your bobbin  

with a simple touch of a button to quickly swap out  

thread colors and move to a new area of your quilt.

Directional locks 
By pressing a single button, you’ll quilt perfectly straight 

horizontal and vertical lines with this exclusive Millie 

feature. Easily baste quilt tops and keep loaded quilts 

straight as you work.

Combining innovation and engineering with timeless design, the Millie is our top-of-the-line 

machine built with every feature a quilter could ever want. By embracing technology and 

blending it with the traditional skills of master craftspeople, this timeless, treasured longarm 

machine will bring you a lifetime of quilting enjoyment. 

Front & rear multi-position handles 
Millie’s front and rear multi-position handles are designed 

to adjust to “fit” your individual shape and size.  

Adjust the handles for your comfort, to quilt longer and 

with less fatigue. Millie’s handles help reduce the risk  

of carpal tunnel as well as shoulder and elbow problems. 

In addition, the front handles are designed to give you 

excellent needle visibility.  

Deluxe table 
The 8-, 10-, 12- or 14-foot deluxe table with adjustable 

height is full of great time-saving features. For example, 

the quilt top, batting and backing all load from the top 

to simplify bobbin changes, allowing you to quilt while 

sitting. Our compression brake lets you quickly adjust 

each quilt layer to handle delicate antique quilts or heavy 

t-shirt quilts with ease. And our table rails and poles have 

no junction points, which allow our machines to stay on 

course for uninterrupted quilting. 

Available options for Millie 
• Quilt Path™ computerized quilting system 

• Quilt Glide stitch mode 

• Bliss™ track system 

• Overhead lighting 

• Automatic Quilt Advance with foot pedal control 

• Hydraulic table lift 

• In-home set-up by factory-certified technician

Beneath the surface lies some of the  
most advanced technology available.
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What makes Millie so special? 

Specifications

Millie:

Throat size: 26" x 10 1/2"

Deluxe table: 8', 10', 12' or 14' 

Weight: 46 lbs (20.8 kg)

Needle speed: 0-3500 SPM

Footprint: 5' 3" W x 8', 10', 12' or 14' L

Our Millie30 has all the features of our top-of-the-line Millie 

machine PLUS four extra inches of throat space! With a deeper 

throat you’ll be able to complete quilts faster and incorporate 

even bigger design elements. The front handles are inde-

pendently adjustable up and down while also featuring tilting 

hand grips. Millie30 is especially well suited for quilters who 

plan to use a computerized quilting system with their machine.

Millie30:

Throat size: 30" x 10 1/2"

Deluxe table: 8', 10', 12' or 14' 

Weight: 50 lbs (23 kg)

Needle speed: 0-3500 SPM

Footprint: 5’ 10” W x 8', 10', 12' or 14' L


